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Clinical Syndrome
1. The Incidence, Diagnosis, and Outcomes of COVID-19-associated Pulmonary Aspergillosis
(CAPA): A Systematic Review. Chong WH, Neu KP. J Hosp Infect. 2021 Apr 20:S01956701(21)00163-8. doi: 10.1016/j.jhin.2021.04.012.
https://www.journalofhospitalinfection.com/article/S0195-6701(21)00163-8/abstract
The true incidence of CAPA likely remains unknown as the diagnosis is limited by the lack of
standardized diagnostic criteria that rely solely on microbiological data with direct or indirect
detection of Aspergillus in respiratory specimens, particularly in clinical conditions with a low
pretest probability. A well-designed, multi-center study to determine the optimal diagnostic
approach for CAPA is required.
2. Cardiac Corrected QT Interval Changes Among Patients Treated for COVID-19 Infection during
the Early Phase of the Pandemic. Rubin GA et al. JAMA Netw Open. 2021 Apr 1;4(4):e216842.
doi: 10.1001/jamanetworkopen.2021.6842.
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/fullarticle/2779053
In this cohort study, COVID-19 infection was independently associated with significant mean
QTc prolongation at days 5 and 2 of hospitalization compared with day 0. More patients with
COVID-19 had QTc of 500 milliseconds or greater compared with patients without COVID-19.
Diagnostics & Screening
3. Performance Evaluation of Serial SARS-CoV-2 Rapid Antigen Testing During a Nursing Home
Outbreak. McKay SL et al. Ann Intern Med. 2021 Apr 27. doi: 10.7326/M21-0422.
https://www.acpjournals.org/doi/10.7326/M21-0422
Despite lower positive agreement compared with RT-PCR, antigen test positivity had higher
agreement with shedding of replication-competent virus. These results suggest that antigen
testing could be a useful tool to rapidly identify contagious people at risk for transmitting SARSCoV-2 during nascent outbreaks and help reduce COVID-19 burden in nursing homes.
4. SARS-CoV-2 detection on self-collected saliva or anterior nasal specimens compared with
healthcare personnel-collected nasopharyngeal specimens. CDC COVID-19 Laboratory

Response Team. Clin Infect Dis. 2021 Apr 29:ciab330. doi: 10.1093/cid/ciab330.
https://academic.oup.com/cid/advance-article/doi/10.1093/cid/ciab330/6257585
Saliva was slightly more sensitive than ANS for SARS-CoV-2 detection by rRT-PCR. Both saliva
and ANS reliably detected SARS-CoV-2 among participants with symptoms. Self-collected saliva
and ANS offer practical advantages, are preferred by patients, and might be most useful for
testing people with COVID-19 symptoms.
Epidemiology & Public Health
5. Linked Clusters of SARS-CoV-2 Variant B.1.351 — Maryland, January–February 2021. Feder
KA, et al. MMWR Morb Mortal Wkly Rep 2021;70:627–631. DOI:
http://dx.doi.org/10.15585/mmwr.mm7017a5
In January 2021, a SARS-CoV-2 specimen from a Maryland resident was determined to be the
B.1.351 variant, first identified in South Africa. Investigation identified two linked clusters of
SARS-CoV-2 infection, comprising 17 total patients (two were hospitalized and one died) who
did not report recent travel. Four patients’ specimens were sequenced; all were the B.1.351
variant. These were the first identified clusters of B.1.351 in the United States with no link to
travel. Completed contact investigations, expanded genetic sequencing, and universal
prevention strategies, including vaccination, masking, and distance, might prevent the spread
of SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern, including B.1.351.
6. Re-infection with SARS-CoV-2 in Patients Undergoing Serial Laboratory Testing. Qureshi AI, et
al. Clin Infect Dis. 2021 Apr 25:ciab345. doi: 10.1093/cid/ciab345.
https://academic.oup.com/cid/advance-article/doi/10.1093/cid/ciab345/6251701
We identified a low rate of re-infection confirmed by laboratory tests in a large cohort of
patients with SARS-CoV-2 infection. Re-infection was identified in 0.7% during follow up of
9,119 patients with SARS-CoV-2 infection. The mean period between two positive tests was 116
± 21 days. Although re-infection appeared to be milder than primary infection, there was
associated mortality.
7. Association between Influenza Vaccination and severe COVID-19 outcomes at a designated
COVID-only hospital in Brooklyn. Umasabor-Bubu OQ, et al. Am J Infect Control. 2021 Apr
20:S0196-6553(21)00201-7. doi: 10.1016/j.ajic.2021.04.006.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0196655321002017
Our findings showed that flu-vaccination was associated with a significantly reduced likelihood
of an ICU admission especially among aged <65 and non-obese patients. Public health
promotion of flu-vaccination may help mitigate the overwhelming demand for critical COVID-19
care pending the large-scale availability of COVID-19 vaccines.
8. Changes in Seasonal Respiratory Illnesses in the United States During the COVID-19
Pandemic. Rodgers L, et al. Clin Infect Dis. 2021 Apr 29:ciab311. doi: 10.1093/cid/ciab311.
https://academic.oup.com/cid/advancearticle/doi/10.1093/cid/ciab311/6257582?searchresult=1

Broad reductions in respiratory test positivity and respiratory emergency department visits
(excluding COVID-19) occurred during 2020. Interventions for mitigating spread of SARS-CoV-2
likely also reduced transmission of other pathogens.
9. Initial Findings from the North American COVID-19 Myocardial Infarction Registry. Garcia S et
al. J Am Coll Cardiol. 2021 Apr 27;77(16):1994-2003. doi: 10.1016/j.jacc.2021.02.055.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8054772/
As of December 6, 2020, 1,185 patients were included in the NACMI registry (230 COVID+
patients, 495 PUIs, and 460 control patients). COVID+ patients were more likely to have
minority ethnicity and had a higher prevalence of diabetes mellitus. COVID+ patients were
more likely to present with cardiogenic shock but were less likely to receive invasive
angiography. Among COVID+ patients who received angiography, 71% received PPCI and 20%
received medical therapy. COVID+ patients with STEMI represent a high-risk group of patients
with unique demographic and clinical characteristics. PPCI is feasible and remains the
predominant reperfusion strategy, supporting current recommendations.
10. Geographical Differences in Cardiovascular Comorbidities and Outcomes of COVID-19
Hospitalized Patients in the USA. Koutroumpakis E et al. Cardiology. 2021 Apr 26:1-8. doi:
10.1159/000515064. https://www.karger.com/Article/Pdf/515064
Patients in the Texas cohort (n = 296) were younger, they had a higher BMI, and they had
higher rates of diabetes mellitus. In contrast, patients in the New York state cohort (n = 218)
had higher rates of coronary artery disease and atrial fibrillation. Pharmacologic circulatory
support, mechanical ventilation, and hemodialysis were more frequent in the Texas cohort. Inhospital mortality was similar between the 2 cohorts. Geographical differences, including
practice pattern variations and the impact of disease burden on provision of health care, are
important for the evaluation of COVID-19 outcomes.
11. Assessment of Contact Tracing for COVID-19 among People Experiencing Homelessness, Salt
Lake County Health Department, March-May 2020. Fields VL et al. Ann Epidemiol. 2021 Apr
21:S1047-2797(21)00058-2. doi: 10.1016/j.annepidem.2021.04.002.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1047279721000582
Our findings suggest that contact tracing among PEH should include a location-based approach,
along with a person-based approach when resources allow, due to challenges in identifying,
locating, and reaching cases among PEH and their contacts through person-based contact
tracing efforts alone.
12. Actual Racial/Ethnic Disparities in COVID-19 Mortality for the Non-Hispanic Black Compared
to Non-Hispanic White Population in 35 US States and Their Association with Structural
Racism. Siegel M, et al. J Racial Ethn Health Disparities. 2021 Apr 27:1-13. doi: 10.1007/s40615021-01028-1. https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40615-021-01028-1
Using data from the CDC, we calculated both crude and age-adjusted COVID-19 mortality rates
for the non-Hispanic White and non-Hispanic Black populations in each state. We explored the
relationship between a state-level structural racism index and the observed differences in the
racial disparities in COVID-19 mortality across states. We explored the potential mediating

effects of disparities in exposure based on occupation, underlying medical conditions, and
health care access. The structural racism index was a robust predictor of the observed racial
disparities. Structural racism should be considered a root cause of the Black-White disparity in
COVID-19 mortality.
13. Clinical characteristics and factors associated with hospital admission or death in 43,103 adult
outpatients with COVID-19 managed with the Covidom telesurveillance solution: a
prospective cohort study. Covidom regional centre steering committee. Clin Microbiol Infect.
2021 Apr 26:S1198-743X(21)00193-2. doi: 10.1016/j.cmi.2021.04.010
http://www.clinicalmicrobiologyandinfection.com/article/S1198743X21001932/pdf
Among 43,103 patients, mean age was 42.9 years; 93.0% of patients were < 65 years old and
61.9% were women. A small proportion of all patients 4.1% experienced clinical worsening. The
rate of hospitalisation was 4.0% and 0.1% died. Factors associated with clinical worsening were
male sex, older age, obesity and comorbidities such as chronic renal disease or cancer under
treatment. Probability of worsening was reduced with anosmia/ageusia.
14. Health Care Utilization and Clinical Characteristics of Nonhospitalized Adults in an Integrated
Health Care System 28-180 Days After COVID-19 Diagnosis - Georgia, May 2020-March 2021.
Hernandez-Romieu AC, et al. MMWR Morb Mortal Wkly Rep. 2021 Apr 30;70(17):644-650. doi:
10.15585/mmwr.mm7017e3. https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/70/wr/pdfs/mm7017e3H.pdf
Among 3,171 nonhospitalized adults who had COVID-19, 69% had one or more outpatient visits
during the follow-up period of 28-180-days. Compared with patients without an outpatient
visit, a higher percentage of those who did have an outpatient visit were aged ≥50 years, were
women, were non-Hispanic Black, and had underlying health conditions. Among adults with
outpatient visits, 68% had a visit for a new primary diagnosis, and 38% had a new specialist
visit. The presence of diagnoses of COVID-19 and related symptoms in the 28-180 days
following acute illness suggests that some nonhospitalized adults, including those with
asymptomatic or mild acute illness, likely have continued health care needs months after
diagnosis.
Healthcare Delivery & Healthcare Workers
15. Pressure Injuries Due to Personal Protective Equipment in COVID-19 Critical Care Units. Bambi
S, et al. Am J Crit Care. 2021 Apr 29:e1-e7. doi: 10.4037/ajcc2021178.
https://aacnjournals.org/ajcconline/article-pdf/doi/10.4037/ajcc2021178/136044/2021178.pdf
A total of 266 nurses throughout Italy completed the survey. Personal protective equipment
was worn for a median duration of 5 hours (range 2-12 hours). While wearing PPE, 92.8% of
nurses experienced pain and 77.1% developed device-related pressure injuries, mainly on the
nose and forehead. Pain was more frequent among nurses with such injuries. Transparent
dressings, emollient cream, and no dressing were associated with development of devicerelated pressure injury.

16. Incidence of COVID-19 recurrence among large cohort of healthcare employees. Veronica F, et
al. Ann Epidemiol. 2021 Apr 22:S1047-2797(21)00061-2. doi:
10.1016/j.annepidem.2021.04.005.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1047279721000612
SARS-CoV-2 IgG antibodies and prior COVID-19 infection do not appear to offer meaningful
protection against COVID-19 recurrence in healthcare workers. Recurrence would impact
decisions regarding ongoing healthcare resource utilization. This study can inform
considerations for vaccine administration to vulnerable groups.
Prognosis
17. Increased complications in patients who test COVID-19 positive after elective surgery and
implications for pre and postoperative screening. Prasad NK, et al. Am J Surg. 2021 Apr
14:S0002-9610(21)00234-8. doi: 10.1016/j.amjsurg.2021.04.005.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8045424/
Despite preoperative COVID-19 screening, there remains a risk of COVID infection within 30
days after elective surgery. This risk is increased for patients with a high comorbidity burden
and those undergoing neurosurgical procedures. Higher intensity preoperative screening and
closer postoperative monitoring is warranted in such patients because they have a significantly
elevated risk of postoperative complications.
18. Special report of the RSNA COVID-19 task force: systematic review of outcomes associated
with COVID-19 neuroimaging findings in hospitalized patients. Mogensen MA, et al. Br J
Radiol. 2021 Apr 29:20210149. doi: 10.1259/bjr.20210149.
https://doi.org/10.1259/bjr.20210149
Among hospitalized COVID-19 patients with abnormal neuroimaging findings, those with ICH
had the highest all-cause mortality; however, high mortality rates were also seen among
COVID-19 patients with ischemic stroke in the acute/subacute period and leukoencephalopathy
in the chronic period.
19. Hospital-Level Variation in Death for Critically Ill Patients with COVID-19. STOP-COVID
Investigators. Am J Respir Crit Care Med. 2021 Apr 23. doi: 10.1164/rccm.202012-4547OC.
https://www.atsjournals.org/doi/10.1164/rccm.202012-4547OC
There is considerable interhospital variation in mortality for critically ill patients with COVID-19,
which is mostly explained by hospital-level socioeconomic status, strain, and acute physiologic
differences. Individual mortality is driven mostly by patient-level factors.
Survivorship & Rehabilitation
20. Medium-term outcome of severe to critically ill patients with SARS-CoV-2 Infection. Gautam
N, et al. Clin Infect Dis. 2021 Apr 24:ciab341. doi: 10.1093/cid/ciab341.
https://academic.oup.com/cid/advance-article/doi/10.1093/cid/ciab341/6248543
A significant proportion of COVID-19 with severe illness experience ongoing symptoms of
breathlessness, fatigue, pain, reduced mobility, depression and reduced quality of life at 4-7

months from disease-onset. Symptomatic patients tend to have more residual CXR and LFT
abnormalities.
21. Late conditions diagnosed 1-4 months following an initial COVID-19 encounter: a matched
cohort study using inpatient and outpatient administrative data - United States, March 1-June
30, 2020. Chevinsky JR et al. Clin Infect Dis. 2021 Apr 28:ciab338. doi: 10.1093/cid/ciab338.
https://academic.oup.com/cid/advance-article/doi/10.1093/cid/ciab338/6257082
During 31-120 days after an initial COVID-19 inpatient hospitalization, 7.0% of adults
experienced at least one of five post-COVID conditions. Among adult outpatients with COVID19, 7.7% experienced at least one of ten post-COVID conditions. During 31-60 days after an
initial outpatient encounter, adults with COVID-19 were 2.8 times as likely to experience acute
pulmonary embolism as outpatient control-patients and were also more likely to experience a
range of conditions affecting multiple body systems (e.g. nonspecific chest pain, fatigue,
headache, and respiratory, nervous, circulatory, and gastrointestinal system symptoms). These
findings add to the evidence of late health conditions possibly related to COVID-19 in adults
following COVID-19 diagnosis and can inform health care practice and resource planning for
follow-up COVID-19 care.
22. Half-year follow-up of patients recovering from severe COVID-19: Analysis of symptoms and
their risk factors. Shang YF, et al. J Intern Med. 2021 Apr 27. doi: 10.1111/joim.13284.
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/joim.13284
55.4% of patients had some kind of sequelae. The most common symptoms were fatigue
(25.3%), sleep disorder (23.2%) and shortness of breath (20.4%). Critical cases were more likely
to have cough and hypomnesis than severe cases. Furthermore, women are more likely to have
multiple symptoms, fatigue and sleep disorder, whereas critical illness was found as
independent risk factor for hypomnesis.
23. A systematic review and meta-analysis of discharged COVID-19 patients retesting positive for
RT-PCR. Ren X, et al. EClinicalMedicine. 2021 Apr 17:100839. doi:
10.1016/j.eclinm.2021.100839. https://www.thelancet.com/journals/eclinm/article/PIIS25895370(21)00119-X/fulltext
We have included 117 studies with 2669 RP participants after discharge. To date, the causes
and risk factors of RP result in discharged patients are not fully understood. High-quality
etiological and clinical studies are needed to investigate these issues to further help us to make
strategies to control and prevent its occurrence.
24. Development and validation of the long covid symptom and impact tools, a set of patientreported instruments constructed from patients' lived experience. Tran VT, et al. Clin Infect
Dis. 2021 Apr 29:ciab352. doi: 10.1093/cid/ciab352. https://academic.oup.com/cid/advancearticle/doi/10.1093/cid/ciab352/6252414?searchresult=1
The long covid symptom and impact tools, constructed from patients' lived experiences,
provide the first validated and reliable instruments for monitoring the symptoms and impact of
long covid.

Therapeutics
25. Safety profile of enhanced thromboprophylaxis strategies for critically ill COVID-19 patients
during the first wave of the pandemic: observational report from 28 European intensive care
units. Lavinio A, et al. Crit Care. 2021 Apr 22;25(1):155. doi: 10.1186/s13054-021-03543-3.
https://ccforum.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13054-021-03543-3
In a cohort of critically ill patients with a high prevalence of thromboembolic events, ET was
associated with reduced ICU mortality without an increased burden of haemorrhagic
complications. This study suggests ET strategies are safe and associated with favourable
outcomes. Whilst full anticoagulation has been questioned for prophylaxis in these patients,
our results suggest that there may nevertheless be a role for enhanced / intermediate levels of
prophylaxis.
26. Multi-institutional Analysis of 100 Consecutive Patients with COVID-19 and Severe Pulmonary
Compromise Treated with Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation: Outcomes and Trends
Over Time. Jacobs JP, et al. ASAIO J. 2021 May 1;67(5):496-502. doi:
10.1097/MAT.0000000000001434.
https://journals.lww.com/asaiojournal/Fulltext/2021/05000/Multi_institutional_Analysis_of_1
00_Consecutive.4.aspx
All 100 patients were separated from ECMO: 50 patients survived and 50 patients died. The
rate of survival with veno-venous ECMO was 49 of 96 patients (51%), whereas that with venoarterial ECMO was 1 of 4 patients (25%). Of 50 survivors, 49 have been discharged from the
hospital and 1 remains hospitalized at the ECMO-providing hospital. Survivors were generally
younger. In the 50 surviving patients, adjunctive therapies while on ECMO included intravenous
steroids (26), anti-interleukin-6 receptor blockers (26), convalescent plasma (22), remdesivir
(21), hydroxychloroquine (20), and prostaglandin (15). Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation
may facilitate salvage and survival of selected critically ill patients with COVID-19. Substantial
variation exists in the drug treatment of COVID-19, but ECMO offers a reasonable rescue
strategy.
27. Efficacy of the TMPRSS2 inhibitor camostat mesilate in patients hospitalized with Covid-19-a
double-blind randomized controlled trial. Gunst JD et al. EClinicalMedicine. 2021 Apr
22:100849. doi: 10.1016/j.eclinm.2021.100849.
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/eclinm/article/PIIS2589-5370(21)00129-2/fulltext
137 patients were assigned to receive camostat mesilate and 68 to placebo. Median time to
clinical improvement was 5 days in the camostat group and 5 days in the placebo group. The
frequency of adverse events was similar in the two groups. Under this protocol, camostat
mesilate treatment was not associated with increased adverse events during hospitalization for
Covid-19 and did not affect time to clinical improvement, progression to ICU admission or
mortality.
28. Efficacy and safety of tocilizumab in COVID-19 patients: A living systematic Review and metaanalysis: first update. Tleyjeh IM, et al. Clin Microbiol Infect. 2021 Apr 26:S1198-

743X(21)00204-4. doi: 10.1016/j.cmi.2021.04.019.
http://www.clinicalmicrobiologyandinfection.com/article/S1198743X21002044/pdf
Cumulative high certainty evidence shows that tocilizumab reduces the risk of mechanical
ventilation in hospitalized patients with severe COVID-19. Moderate certainty evidence shows
that tocilizumab reduces the risk of poor outcome and the risk of secondary infections in
hospitalized COVID-19 patients. This review will continuously evaluate the role of tocilizumab in
COVID-19 treatment.
29. Tocilizumab in patients admitted to hospital with COVID-19 (RECOVERY): a randomised,
controlled, open-label, platform trial. RECOVERY Collaborative Group. Lancet May 01, 2021
DOI:https://doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(21)00676-0
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(21)00676-0/fulltext
In hospitalised COVID-19 patients with hypoxia and systemic inflammation, tocilizumab
improved survival and other clinical outcomes. These benefits were seen regardless of the
amount of respiratory support and were additional to the benefits of systemic corticosteroids.
Transmission / Infection Control
30. Prophylaxis against covid-19: living systematic review and network meta-analysis. Bartoszko
JJ et al. BMJ. 2021 Apr 26;373:n949. doi: 10.1136/bmj.n949.
https://www.bmj.com/content/373/bmj.n949
Hydroxychloroquine prophylaxis has trivial to no effect on hospital admission and mortality,
probably increases adverse effects, and probably does not reduce the risk of SARS-CoV-2
infection. Because of serious risk of bias and very serious imprecision, it is highly uncertain
whether ivermectin combined with iota-carrageenan and ivermectin alone reduce the risk of
SARS-CoV-2 infection. READERS' NOTE: This article is a living systematic review that will be
updated to reflect emerging evidence.
Vaccines / Immunology
31. US Case Reports of Cerebral Venous Sinus Thrombosis with Thrombocytopenia After
Ad26.COV2.S Vaccination, March 2 to April 21, 2021. See, I, et al. JAMA. April 30, 2021.
doi:10.1001/jama.2021.7517 https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2779731
In this case series of 12 patients, all were women, younger than 60 years, and had symptom
onset ranging from 6 to 15 days after vaccination requiring hospitalization. Of 11 patients with
heparin-platelet factor 4 ELISA heparin-induced thrombocytopenia (HIT) antibody test results,
all were positive. At last follow-up, outcomes were death (n = 3), intensive care unit (ICU) care
(n = 3), non-ICU hospitalization (n = 2), and discharge to home (n = 4). This case series may
inform clinical guidance and investigations into the potential relationship between the
Ad26.COV2.S vaccine and CVST with thrombocytopenia.
32. Anxiety-Related Adverse Event Clusters After Janssen COVID-19 Vaccination — Five U.S. Mass
Vaccination Sites, April 2021. Hause AM, et al. MMWR Morb Mortal Wkly Rep. ePub: 30 April
2021. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.15585/mmwr.mm7018e3

Five mass vaccination sites reported 64 anxiety-related events, including 17 events of syncope
(fainting) after receipt of Janssen COVID-19 vaccine. The reporting rates of syncope to VAERS
after Janssen COVID-19 and influenza vaccines (2019–20) were 8.2 and 0.05 per 100,000 doses,
respectively. Vaccine providers should be aware of anxiety-related events after vaccination and
observe all COVID-19 vaccine recipients for any adverse reactions for at least 15 minutes after
vaccine administration.
33. First dose of BNT162b2 mRNA vaccine in a Health Care Worker cohort is associated with
reduced symptomatic and asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infection. Lillie PJ, et al. Clin Infect Dis.
2021 Apr 24:ciab351. doi: 10.1093/cid/ciab351. https://academic.oup.com/cid/advancearticle/doi/10.1093/cid/ciab351/6248435
Over the first 2 months of 2021 vaccination coverage of staff at Hull Teaching Hospitals
withBNT162b2 increased from 8.3% to 82.5% and was associated with a significant reduction in
symptomatic and asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2 cases. The proportion of positive lateral flow tests
from asymptomatic screening was maintained over this period.
34. Safety and immunogenicity of the SARS-CoV-2 BNT162b1 mRNA vaccine in younger and older
Chinese adults: a randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind phase 1 study. Li J et al. Nat
Med. 2021 Apr 22. doi:10.1038/s41591-021-01330-9.
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-021-01330-9
These participants are randomized 1:1:1 to receive prime and boost vaccinations of 10 µg or
30 µg BNT162b1 or placebo, given 21 d apart, with equal allocation of younger (aged 1855 years) and older adults (aged 65-85 years) to each treatment group. Local reactions and
systemic events were generally dose dependent, transient and mild to moderate. Fever was the
only grade 3 adverse event. In summary, BNT162b1 has an acceptable safety profile and
produces high levels of humoral and T cell responses in an Asian population.
35. COVID-19 vaccine coverage in health-care workers in England and effectiveness of BNT162b2
mRNA vaccine against infection (SIREN): a prospective, multicentre, cohort study. Hall VJ et al.
Lancet. 2021 Apr 23:S0140-6736(21)00790-X. doi: 10.1016/S0140-6736(21)00790-X.
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(21)00790-X/fulltext
Our findings show that the BNT162b2 vaccine can prevent both symptomatic and
asymptomatic infection in working-age adults. This cohort was vaccinated when the dominant
variant in circulation was B1.1.7 and shows effectiveness against this variant.
36. Interim findings from first-dose mass COVID-19 vaccination roll-out and COVID-19 hospital
admissions in Scotland: a national prospective cohort study. Vasileiou E et al. Lancet. 2021 Apr
23:S0140-6736(21)00677-2. doi: 10.1016/S0140-6736(21)00677-2.
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(21)00677-2/fulltext
Mass roll-out of the first doses of the BNT162b2 mRNA and ChAdOx1 vaccines was associated
with substantial reductions in the risk of hospital admission due to COVID-19 in Scotland.

37. Age-dependent immune response to the Biontech/Pfizer BNT162b2 COVID-19 vaccination.
Müller L et al. Clin Infect Dis. 2021 Apr 27:ciab381. doi: 10.1093/cid/ciab381.
https://academic.oup.com/cid/advance-article/doi/10.1093/cid/ciab381/6255965
Our data showed differences between the antibody responses raised after the first and second
BNT162b2 vaccination, in particular lower frequencies of neutralizing antibodies in the elderly
group. This suggests that this population needs to be closely monitored and may require earlier
revaccination or/and an increased vaccine dose to ensure stronger long-lasting immunity and
protection against infection.
38. Association of Facial Paralysis with mRNA COVID-19 Vaccines: A Disproportionality Analysis
Using the World Health Organization Pharmacovigilance Database. Renoud L, et al. JAMA
Intern Med. 2021 Apr 27. doi: 10.1001/jamainternmed.2021.2219.
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamainternalmedicine/fullarticle/2779389
During the pivotal phase 3 clinical trials of mRNA COVID-19 vaccines, several cases of facial
paralysis were observed in the vaccine groups (7 of 35 654) compared with 1 case among
people who received placebo (1 of 35 611). Although a causal relationship could not be
established from clinical trials, the US Food and Drug Administration recommended monitoring
vaccine recipients for facial paralysis.
39. Prevalence of Increased FDG PET/CT Axillary Lymph Node Uptake Beyond 6 Weeks after
mRNA COVID-19 Vaccination. Eshet Y, et al. Radiology. 2021 Apr 27:210886. doi:
10.1148/radiol.2021210886. https://pubs.rsna.org/doi/10.1148/radiol.2021210886
Ipsilateral avid axillary lymph node uptake at FDG PET/CT persists in 29% (49 of 169) of patients
between 7 to 10 weeks after the second dose of the mRNA-based BNT162b2 COVID-19
vaccination.
40. Infliximab is associated with attenuated immunogenicity to BNT162b2 and ChAdOx1 nCoV-19
SARS-CoV-2 vaccines in patients with IBD. Kennedy NA et al. Gut. 2021 Apr 26:gutjnl-2021324789. doi: 10.1136/gutjnl-2021-324789.
https://gut.bmj.com/content/early/2021/04/25/gutjnl-2021-324789
Infliximab is associated with attenuated immunogenicity to a single dose of the BNT162b2 and
ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 SARS-CoV-2 vaccines. Vaccination after SARS-CoV-2 infection, or a second
dose of vaccine, led to seroconversion in most patients. Delayed second dosing should be
avoided in patients treated with infliximab.
41. Effectiveness of Pfizer-BioNTech and Moderna Vaccines against COVID-19 among Hospitalized
Adults Aged ≥65 Years — United States, January–March 2021. Tenforde MW, et al. MMWR
Morb Mortal Wkly Rep. ePub: 28 April 2021. DOI:
http://dx.doi.org/10.15585/mmwr.mm7018e1
Adjusted vaccine effectiveness against COVID-19–associated hospitalization among adults aged
≥65 years was estimated to be 94% for full vaccination and 64% for partial vaccination. These
findings are consistent with efficacy determined from clinical trials in the subgroup of adults
aged ≥65 years. This multisite U.S. evaluation under real-world conditions suggests that

vaccination provided protection against COVID-19–associated hospitalization among adults
aged ≥65 years.
42. Effectiveness of mRNA COVID-19 vaccines against SARS-CoV-2 infection in a cohort of
healthcare personnel. Swift MD, et al. Clin Infect Dis. 2021 Apr 26:ciab361. doi:
10.1093/cid/ciab361. https://academic.oup.com/cid/advancearticle/doi/10.1093/cid/ciab361/6253721
In a large cohort of US healthcare personnel without prior COVID-19 infection, 94,382 doses of
mRNA COVID-19 vaccine were administered to 49,220 individuals. The adjusted vaccine
effectiveness following two doses of each of the two available brands of mRNA vaccine
exceeded 96%.
43. Safety and immunogenicity of one versus two doses of the COVID-19 vaccine BNT162b2 for
patients with cancer: interim analysis of a prospective observational study. Monin L et al.
Lancet Oncol 27 Apr 2021. doi: https://doi.org/10.1016/S1470-2045(21)00213-8
In patients with cancer, one dose of the BNT162b2 vaccine yields poor efficacy. Immunogenicity
increased significantly in patients with solid cancer within 2 weeks of a vaccine boost at day 21
after the first dose. These data support prioritisation of patients with cancer for an early (day
21) second dose of the BNT162b2 vaccine.
44. Vaccine side-effects and SARS-CoV-2 infection after vaccination in users of the COVID
Symptom Study app in the UK: a prospective observational study. Menni C et al. Lancet Infect
Dis 27 Apr 2021. doi: https://doi.org/10.1016/S1473-3099(21)00224-3
Systemic side-effects were reported by 13·5% of individuals after the first dose of BNT162b2, by
22·0% after the second dose of BNT162b2, and by 33·7% after the first dose of ChAdOx1 nCoV19. Local side-effects were reported by 71·9% of individuals after the first dose of BNT162b2, by
68·5% after the second dose of BNT162b2, and by 58·7% after the first dose of ChAdOx1 nCoV19. Significant reductions in infection risk were seen starting at 12 days after the first dose,
reaching 60% for ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 and 69% for BNT162b2 at 21–44 days and 72% for
BNT162b2 after 45–59 days. Systemic and local side-effects after BNT162b2 and ChAdOx1
nCoV-19 vaccination occur at frequencies lower than reported in phase 3 trials. Both vaccines
decrease the risk of SARS-CoV-2 infection after 12 days.
Women & Children
45. Rate of thrombosis in children and adolescents hospitalized with COVID-19 or MIS-C.
Whitworth HB et al. Blood. 2021 Apr 25:blood.2020010218. doi: 10.1182/blood.2020010218.
https://ashpublications.org/blood/article/doi/10.1182/blood.2020010218/475835/Rate-ofthrombosis-in-children-and-adolescents
Among a total of 853 admissions (426 COVID-19, 138 MIS-C, and 289 asymptomatic SARS-CoV2) in 814 patients, there were 20 patients with thrombotic events (including 1 stroke). Patients
with MIS-C had the highest incidence versus COVID-19 or asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2. In
patients with COVID-19 or MIS-C, the majority of thrombotic events (89%) occurred in patients
≥12 years. Patients > 12 years with MIS-C had the highest rate of thrombosis at 19% (9/48).

Notably, 71% of TE that were not present on admission occurred despite thromboprophylaxis.
In patients with COVID-19 or MIS-C, hospital mortality was 2.3% (13/564), but was 28% (5/18)
in patients with thrombotic events.
46. Association of Maternal SARS-CoV-2 Infection in Pregnancy with Neonatal Outcomes. Norman
M, et al. JAMA. 2021 Apr 29. doi: 10.1001/jama.2021.5775.
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/articlepdf/2779586/jama_norman_2021_oi_210039_
1619640968.12055.pdf
In a nationwide cohort of infants in Sweden, maternal SARS-CoV-2 infection in pregnancy was
significantly associated with small increases in some neonatal morbidities. Of 88,159 infants
1.6% were delivered by mothers who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2. The proportions of
preterm infants were 8.8% among infants of SARS-CoV-2-positive mothers and 5.5% among
comparator infants. Maternal SARS-CoV-2 test positivity was significantly associated with
admission for neonatal care and with neonatal morbidities such as respiratory distress
syndrome. Twenty-one infants (0.90%) of SARS-CoV-2-positive mothers tested positive for
SARS-CoV-2 in the neonatal period.
47. Association of Maternal Perinatal SARS-CoV-2 Infection with Neonatal Outcomes during the
COVID-19 Pandemic in Massachusetts. Angelidou A et al. JAMA Netw Open. 2021 Apr
1;4(4):e217523. doi: 10.1001/jamanetworkopen.2021.7523.
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/fullarticle/2779051
The cohort included 255 neonates with 250 mothers. Of the 255 neonates who were born to
mothers with SARS-CoV-2 infection, 225 (88.2%) were tested for SARS-CoV-2 and 5 (2.2%) had
positive results during the birth hospitalization. Of the 151 newborns with follow-up data, 28
had nonroutine clinical visits, 7 underwent SARS-CoV-2 testing, and 1 had a positive result. The
findings emphasize the importance of both biological and social factors in perinatal SARS-CoV-2
infection outcomes. Newborns exposed to SARS-CoV-2 were at risk for both direct and indirect
adverse health outcomes, supporting efforts of ongoing surveillance of the virus and long-term
follow-up.
48. SEVERE ACUTE RESPIRATORY SYNDROME CORONAVIRUS 2 INFECTIONS IN PRIMARY SCHOOL
AGE CHILDREN AFTER PARTIAL REOPENING OF SCHOOLS IN ENGLAND. Powell AA, et al.
Pediatr Infect Dis J. 2021 Mar 8. doi: 10.1097/INF.0000000000003120.
https://journals.lww.com/pidj/Abstract/9000/SEVERE_ACUTE_RESPIRATORY_SYNDROME_COR
ONAVIRUS_2.95831.aspx
In England, the easing of national lockdown in response to the coronavirus disease 2019
pandemic included the reopening of some primary school years on June 1, 2020. National
surveillance did not identify any increase in the year groups attending school. Most children
had a severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 positive household contact.
Hospitalizations for coronavirus disease 2019 were rare, but 2.7% had persistent symptoms 1
month later.
49. Comparison of COVID-19 Incidence Rates before and After School Reopening in Israel.
Somekh I, et al. JAMA Netw Open. 2021 Apr 1;4(4):e217105. doi:

10.1001/jamanetworkopen.2021.7105.
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/fullarticle/2778940
Our study’s findings suggest that children aged 0 to 9 years did not have substantial rates of
SARS-CoV-2 infection during school attendance periods, and it may be assumed that they did
not have a substantial role in COVID-19 spread either during this period. Therefore, resuming
school for this age group when lockdown was released appears to have been safe for them. It is
probably safer to resume school attendance for youths aged 10 to 19 years only when the
epidemic is under control and after implementation of steps to decrease spread in schools.
50. Simulated Identification of Silent COVID-19 Infections Among Children and Estimated Future
Infection Rates with Vaccination. Moghadas SM, et al. JAMA Netw Open. 2021 Apr
1;4(4):e217097. doi: 10.1001/jamanetworkopen.2021.7097.
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/fullarticle/2779052
In this simulation modeling study of a synthetic US population, in the absence of vaccine
availability for children, a targeted approach to rapidly identify silent COVID-19 infections in this
age group was estimated to significantly mitigate disease burden. These findings suggest that
without measures to interrupt transmission chains from silent infections, vaccination of adults
is unlikely to contain the outbreaks in the near term.
GUIDELINES & CONSENSUS STATEMENTS
A guideline to limit indoor airborne transmission of COVID-19. Bazant MZ, Bush JWM. Proc Natl Acad
Sci 2021 Apr 27. doi: https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2018995118
Updated Recommendations from the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices for Use of the
Janssen (Johnson & Johnson) COVID-19 Vaccine After Reports of Thrombosis with Thrombocytopenia
Syndrome Among Vaccine Recipients — United States, April 2021. MacNeil JR, et al. MMWR Morb
Mortal Wkly Rep. ePub: 27 April 2021. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.15585/mmwr.mm7017e4
Update Alert 8: Risks and Impact of Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme Inhibitors or Angiotensin-Receptor
Blockers on SARS-CoV-2 Infection in Adults. Mackey K, et al. Ann Intern Med. 2021 Apr 27. doi:
10.7326/L21-0223.
FDA / CDC / NIH / WHO Updates
CDC - CDC Recommends Use of Johnson & Johnson’s Janssen COVID-19 Vaccine Resume, updated April
30, 2021
CDC - Guidance for Operating Youth and Summer Camps During COVID-19
CDC - Interim Public Health Recommendations for Fully Vaccinated People updated April 27, 2021
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